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1 Introduction

A noteworthy aspect of many recent bilateral trade agreements between
developed and developing countries is that, under such agreements devel-
oping country members have agreed to undertake signi�cant policy reforms
in areas that are only indirectly related to international trade. Perhaps the
most prominent and controversial example of such policy reforms has been
the strengthening of intellectual property rights (IPRs) protection in such
countries.1 As an example, consider the 2001 bilateral free trade agreement
between the US and Jordan. As Fink (2005) notes, under this agreement
Jordan has agreed to (i) not engage in parallel trade; (ii) use compulsory li-
censing only in case of a national emergency; (iii) given up the right to insist
that a patent holder agree to provide the patented product at a reasonable
price and in adequate supply.2 Similarly, under the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Central American Free Trade Agree-
ment (CAFTA), signatories have committed themselves to protect IPRs of
US companies to a much greater degree than is required under the World
Trade Organization�s (WTO�s) Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS).3 In light of this, such bilateral trade agreements
are often said to be "TRIPS-Plus" in nature.

The frequent inclusion of stringent IPR related provisions in bilateral
trade agreements between developed and developing countries seems a bit
perplexing in light of the skepticism that most developing countries have
expressed with respect to the WTO�s TRIPS agreement. A view commonly
associated with developing countries is that a strengthening of IPR regimes
on their part will generate greater rents for innovating �rms (most of which
originate in the developed world) while simultaneously imposing large wel-

1For a comprehensive survey of the economics of IPR protection in the global economy
and of the major policy issues in the area, see Maskus (2000). An early paper by Maskus
and Penubarti (1995) established the fact that levels of IPR protection across countries
do indeed a¤ect global trade patterns.

2By contrast, TRIPS permits a country to choose its own regime with respect to parallel
trade; allows compulsory licensing under a broader range of circumstances; and does not
prevent countries from combating anti-competitive practices on the part of patent holders.

3There is an extensive literature documenting the fact that the IPR provisions con-
tained in recent US bilateral trade agreements go well beyond those required by the WTO
(Abbott, 2006; Mercurio, 2006). The US has concluded such agreements with Australia,
Chile, Morocco, and Singapore (Fink, 2005).
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fare costs on them.4 Empirical evidence indicates that this view is not
without merit. For example, applying Eaton and Kortum�s (1996) quality
ladders model, McCalman (2001) estimates that patent harmonization as
required by TRIPS implies substantial rent transfers from developing to de-
veloped countries. In particular, he estimates a net increase in the present
value of patent rights of U.S. �rms of about $4.5 billion (in 1988 dollars) on
the patents applied for in 1988. Of course, greater rents for one side imply
welfare losses for the other. In the rather sensitive context of medicines,
Chaudhuri, Goldberg, and Jia (2006) have argued that if foreign patents
are enforced in the way that is mandated by TRIPS, local producers would
exit the market and the resulting reduction in competition will impose large
welfare losses on consumers in developing countries. Using detailed product-
level data from India, they estimate that the withdrawal of the four domestic
product groups in the �ouroquinolone sub-segment in India would have in-
�icted welfare losses of $305 million upon the Indian economy, over 83% of
which would fall on the shoulders of Indian consumers.

Given this evidence, it appears that the opportunity to sign a bilateral
trade agreement with a large country such as the US that speci�es rather
stringent IPR provisions presents an interesting trade-o¤ for a small coun-
try such as Jordan. On the hand, the agreement o¤ers the lure of better
access to a large market.5 On the other hand, as a quid pro quo for such im-
proved market access, the small country agrees to strengthen its IPR regime,
perhaps even to a level that is sub-optimal from a national perspective.

In this paper, we develop a simple North-South model to determine when
and why stronger IPR protection by South can be sustained on the basis
of improved access to the Northern market. More speci�cally, in our model
North is confronted with the possibility of imitation in South and is will-
ing to o¤er South improved market access (via a tari¤ reduction) if South

4Broadly speaking, most developed countries counter argue that strong IPR protection
is necessary for providing adequate incentives for innovation. Although developed and
developing countries emphasize di¤erent aspects of the issue, at least implicitly, both sides
seem to agree on one thing: stronger IPR protection in developing countries increases rents
earned by innovating �rms.

5The signi�cant value to Jordan of this agreement is re�ected in the large increases
in Jordan�s exports to the US that occurred after Jordan obtained preferential access to
the US market. For example, Jordan�s exports of clothing increased by some 50 percent
per year between 2000 and 2006, up from essentially in the period before Jordan gained
preferential access.
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agrees to provide more stringent IPR enforcement that prevents the entry
of a local imitator.6 Using a repeated game approach under which the bi-
lateral agreement must be self-enforcing, we show that such an agreement
arises when South�s imitative capacity is neither too high nor too low. The
intuition for this result is as follows. When the Southern imitator is rather
ine¢ cient, its entry does not signi�cantly lower the Northern �rm�s pro�t
and North would rather permit imitation than give up the right to manipu-
late the terms of trade via its tari¤. On the other hand, when the Southern
imitator is relatively e¢ cient, South is unwilling to cooperate because the
welfare loss that it su¤ers from preventing entry dominates the bene�t of
improved access to the Northern market. Only when the Southern imitator
is of intermediate e¢ ciency do both parties �nd cooperation to be incentive
compatible.

One problem with the bilateral bargain discussed above is that the North
may have only a limited capacity to restrict access to its market by raising
its tari¤, perhaps due to WTO commitments (zero tari¤ bindings), unilat-
eral preference programs under which it provides duty-free, or quota-free
access to its market (as is the case for bene�ciary countries under the US
African Growth and Opportunity Act, for example). Alternatively, a lim-
ited improvement in market access may be inadequate incentive for South
to agree to strengthening its IPR regime. To analyze this question, we also
examine a scenario where South has free access to the Northern market and
North must use a direct transfer to induce South to protect its intellectual
property. Thus, while a tari¤ induces cooperation from South by acting as
a stick, a transfer does so by acting as a carrot.7 We compare the relative
e¢ cacy of the two instruments in terms of sustaining bilateral cooperation
and show that one instrument does not unambiguously dominate the other.
More speci�cally, when the Southern imitator�s production cost is neither
too high nor too low and the discount factor is moderately big (but not very
close to 1), the tari¤ performs better than the transfer. Intuitively, since the
Northern tari¤ worsens South�s terms of trade, the breakdown of coopera-

6This formulation of stronger IPR protection is much like that of Chaudhuri, Goldberg,
and Jia (2006) where it forces local producers to exit. In fact, this approach is also broadly
similar to that of Helpman (1993), Lai (1998), Glass and Saggi (2002), and several others
that treat stronger IPR protection in the South as a policy that constrains local imitation.

7Hoekman and Saggi (2007) provide a related analysis of tari¤s and transfers in the
context of export cartels.
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tion is costlier for South when North is free to use a tari¤ relative to when
it is not (which is the case when only a transfer is available). On the other
hand, South�s per period welfare during cooperation under either instru-
ment is the same. Thus, there exist circumstances under which sustaining
cooperation under a tari¤ is relatively more important to South than under
a transfer. In other words, North�s ability to raise its tari¤ can facilitate
bilateral cooperation by introducing some slack in the Southern incentive
compatibility constraint.

Our model abstracts from innovation because our goal is to explore the
scope for bilateral cooperation when a country�s degree of IPR protection
has little or no bearing upon its trading partner�s rate of innovation. In
our view, such a model captures the situation of many small countries that
enter into bilateral trade agreements with large countries under which they
agree to strengthen their IPR regimes not because they anticipate faster
innovation but rather because of the concessions they obtain in other non-
IPR related activities. Similarly, from the perspective of large countries,
such agreements are valuable primarily because they allow their �rms to
earn greater rents on their existing intellectual property.

We are certainly not the �rst to analyze the link between Northern mar-
ket access and Southern IPR protection. Lai and Qiu (2003) also consider
this link but their underlying model and the speci�c questions that they
address are quite di¤erent from ours. In a North-South model with endoge-
nous innovation, Lai and Qiu (2003) examine whether the harmonization of
patent policies �under which South has to adopt North�s patent policy �are
in South�s (as well as the world�s) interest (see also Grossman and Lai, 2004).
While we analyze a repeated-game under which North-South cooperation is
self-enforcing, they adopt a Nash bargaining framework.8 Furthermore, we
present a detailed comparison of the role a tari¤ and a transfer play in sus-
taining North-South cooperation. This analysis helps isolate the value-added
of each instrument by showing what it contributes to cooperation given that
the other instrument is already available. However, as noted above, unlike
Lai and Qiu (2003) our model abstracts from innovation and cannot speak
to several interesting questions related to patent harmonization that are
addressed by them.

8Since Dixit (1987) and Bagwell and Staiger (1990), repeated games have been widely
used to model various aspects of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements.
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2 Model

We consider a two-country world comprised of North (indexed by superscript
n) and South (indexed by superscript s). There are three goods (x; y; and
z) and preferences in both countries over these goods are quasi-linear:

u = cz +
X
i

ui(ci)

where cz is consumption of the numeraire good z and ci that of good i, where
i = x; y. Assume u0i > 0 and u00i � 0. A Northern �rm owns a patent on
good x and can produce it at constant marginal cost m, where w.l.o.g. let
m = 0. Good y is a traditional good and South�s endowment of it equals e.
In both countries, the numeraire z is produced with constant returns to scale
technology: one unit of z requires one unit of labor. The labor endowment
of country j is �xed at Lj , which is assumed to be large enough to ensure a
positive supply of good z so that the wage rate in each country equals unity.
Under free trade, South imports x from North and exports y in return.9

Consider the following two stage policy game. In the �rst stage, the two
countries simultaneously make their policy decisions: South decides whether
or not to extend IPR protection to the Northern �rm while North chooses
the level of its speci�c tari¤ on Southern exports. Given the policy choices
of the two countries, trade and consumption takes place.

Let t denote the Northern tari¤ on Southern exports of good y. Let
pji denote the price of good i in country j, where j = n; s. No arbitrage in
good y implies

pny = p
s
y + t (1)

Furthermore, let yj denote the quantity of good i consumed by country j.
We must have X

j

yj = e (2)

By contrast, the monopoly power of the Northern �rm allows it to dis-
criminate across the two markets. In market j, it chooses its sales xjn to
maximize its pro�ts:

max
xjn

�jn = max
xjn

pjxx
j
n (3)

9 If necessary, good z is traded to achieve trade balance.
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The �rst order condition for pro�t maximization in market j is

dpjx

dxjn
xjn + p

j
x = 0 (4)

Let the optimal sales of the Northern �rm in market j be denoted by xj�n ;
and the associated price by pj�x .

2.1 North�s optimal tari¤

The optimal Northern tari¤maximizes its welfare wn = wnx+w
n
y +L

n where
wni equals Northern welfare in good i. We have

wnx � ux(xnn)� pnxxnn +
X
j

�jn (5)

where ux(xn) � pnxxn measures North�s consumer surplus in good x andX
j

�j =
X
j

pjxx
j
n equals the total pro�t of the Northern �rm. Similarly,

wny � uy(yn)� pnyyn + tyn (6)

where uy(yn)� pnyyn measures North�s consumer surplus in good y and tyn
its tari¤ revenue.

Since a tari¤ on good y has no e¤ect on the market for good x, the
optimal Northern tari¤ is independent of whether or not South protects
IPRs. Using the �rst order condition (FOC) for consumer optimization (i.e.
u0y = p

n
y ), the FOC for the optimal Northern tari¤ can be written as

dwny
dt

= yn(1�
dpny
dt
) + t

dyn

dt
= 0 (7)

The �rst term of the above FOC captures the terms of trade motive for a
tari¤ � if a small increase in the tari¤ rate causes the Northern price to
increase by less than the tari¤ (i.e.

dpny
dt < 1), North has an incentive to

impose a tari¤.10 The optimal Northern tari¤ balances the terms of trade
gain (the �rst term in equation 7) against the the loss in consumer surplus
(the second term in equation 7). Denoted the optimal Northern tari¤ by tn.

10Note that 1 � dpny
dt

=
dpsy
dt

so that the Northern tari¤ improves its terms of trade i¤
dpsy
dt
< 0.
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2.2 Southern IPR protection

If South protects the Northern �rm�s IPRs, North�s technology does not leak
out and it behaves as a monopolist in both markets. If South chooses not to
do so, the Northern �rm�s technology is imitated by a local Southern �rm
that acquires the ability to produce good x at marginal cost � � 0. The
Southern imitator competes with the Northern �rm in (only) the Southern
market in a Cournot fashion. In other words, we assume that imitated goods
cannot be exported to North.

Denote �rm k�s sales in the Southern market by xsk and its pro�t by
�sk where k = n; s denotes the national identity of the �rm. First order
conditions for the Northern and Southern �rm respectively are

d�sn
dxsn

=
dpsx
dxs

xsn + p
s
x = 0 and

d�ss
dxss

=
dpsx
dxs

xss + p
s
x = �

Let the equilibrium sales of good x in the South post imitation be denoted by
xs� = xs�n +x

s�
s and the associated price by ps�x , where p

s�
x � ps�x : competition

created by imitation lowers the equilibrium price of good x in the Southern
market.

2.3 Nash equilibrium

We are now in a position to describe the Nash equilibrium of the policy
game. Given the Northern tari¤ t, it is a dominant strategy for South to
not o¤er IPR protection to North. To see this, �rst note that

ws(t; ps�x ) = w
s
x(p

s�
x ) + w

s
y(t) + L

s (8)

where
wsx(p

s�
x ) = ux(x

s�
n )� ps�x xs�n (9)

and

wsy(t) = uy(y
s)� psyys + psyys +

�
pny � t

�
yn

= uy(y
s) +

�
pny � t

�
yn (10)

where uy(ys) � psys Southern consumer surplus in good y; psyys its local
producer surplus in good y; and

�
pny � t

�
yn is South�s producer surplus

from exports.
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Southern welfare under imitation is denoted by

ws(t; ps�x ) = w
s
x(p

s�
x ) + w

s
y(t) + L

s (11)

where
wsx(p

s�
x ) = ux(x

s�)� psxxs�n � �xs�s (12)

We have

ws(t; ps�x )� ws(t; ps�x ) = wsx(p
s�
x )� wsx(ps�x ) (13)

= [(ux(x
s�)� ps�x xs�)� (ux(xs�n )� ps�x xs�n )] + (ps�x � �)xs�s

Given the Northern tari¤ t, imitation increases South�s welfare due to two
reasons. First, it causes the price of good x to fall from ps�x to ps�x . Second,
the Southern imitator takes some market share (and pro�t) away from the
Northern �rm.

Given South�s decision regarding IPR protection, North bene�ts from
imposing its optimal tari¤ tn on Southern exports. Thus, in Nash equilib-
rium, both countries adopt beggar-thy-neighbor policies �South does not
protect the Northern �rm�s intellectual property while North imposes its
optimal tari¤ tn on Southern exports of good y. Denote this Nash equilib-
rium outcome by (tn; ps�x ). Also, let (0; ps�x ) denote the scenario where South
protects IPRs and North practises free trade.

The Nash equilibrium (tn; ps�x ) is a Prisoner�s dilemma if both countries
prefer (0; ps�x ) to (t

n; ps�x ):

wj(0; ps�x ) > w
j(tn; ps�x ) for j = n; s (14)

From North�s perspective, the above inequality is the same as

uy(y
n(0))� pny (0)yn(0) + ps�x xs�n + Ln (15)

> uy(y
n(tn))�

�
pny (t

n)� tn
�
yn(tn) + ps�x x

s�
n + Ln

From South�s perspective, we have

ux(x
s�)� ps�x xs�n + uy(ys(0)) + pny (0)yn(0) + Ls (16)

> ux(x
s�)� psxxs�n � �xs�s + uy(y

s) +
�
pny � tn

�
yn + Ls (17)
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Summing the two inequalities in (14) yields a necessary condition for
both countries to be better o¤ under (0; ps�x ) relative to (t

n; ps�x ):

ww(0; ps�x ) =
X
j

wj(0; ps�x ) > ww(t
n; ps�x ) �

X
j

wj(tn; ps�x ) (18)

which is the same as

wwy(0)� wwy(tn) > wwx(ps�x )� wwx(ps�x ) (19)

which using (16) can be written asX
j

uy(y
j(0))�

X
j

uy(y
j(tn)) > ux(x

s�)� ux(xs�)� �xs�s (20)

Under t = 0, equal amounts of good y are consumed in both countries
so yj(0) = e=2. Also, since total supply of good y is �xed at e we know
that

X
j

yj(tn) =
X
j

yj(0) = e. Furthermore, the tari¤ reduces North-

ern consumption of good x while increasing Southern consumption of it:
yn(tn) < e < ys(tn). Since u is concave and

X
j

yj(tn) = e, we know that

uy(e=2) >
uy(y

n(tn))

2
+
uy(y

s(tn))

2
,
X
j

uy(y
j(0)) >

X
j

uy(y
j(tn)) (21)

i.e. the left hand side of the aggregate welfare inequality (20) is positive.
Intuitively, since the supply of good y is �xed and u is concave, the Northern
tari¤ creates a deadweight loss not by lowering its output but rather by
altering its allocation across the two regions. Relative to free trade where
both countries consume equal amounts of good y, the Northern tari¤ results
in too little consumption of good y by South and too much by North.

The right hand side of (20) measures the impact of Southern imitation
on global welfare. If such impact is negative or near zero, it is clear that
the Nash equilibrium (tn; ps�x ) yields lower global welfare than (0; ps�x ). In-
tuitively, Southern imitation has two con�icting e¤ects on global welfare.
On positive side, it creates competition for the Northern monopoly and in-
creases world output (u(xs�) > u(xs�)). On the negative side, it allocates
production away from the e¢ cient Northern �rm to the ine¢ cient Southern
imitator (since � � 0). Thus, given the deadweight loss imposed by North�s
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optimal tari¤, global welfare is necessarily lower under (tn; ps�x ) relative to
(0; ps�x ) if the increase in consumer welfare generated by Southern imitation
is small relative to the cost of achieving this outcome (captured by ��xs�s ).

3 Endogenous North-South IPR agreement

Repeated interaction provides countries the opportunity to sustain a bilat-
eral agreement under which South agrees to prohibit imitation. Following
the paradigm in the literature, we model this as a self-enforcing outcome of
the in�nite repetition of the two stage policy game �the agreement arises
only if it is incentive compatible for both countries. It is worth emphasiz-
ing here that due to the distortion caused by Northern monopoly pricing,
North-South cooperation over IPR protection is decidedly second best. This
is in contrast to models of self-enforcing bilateral trade agreements where
such cooperation is �rst best.

In what follows, we consider two di¤erent scenarios: one in which North
can induce Southern cooperation on the basis of improved market access
(that it controls via its tari¤) and another where the tari¤ is unavailable
and North must rely on a transfer, which can be thought of as a non-IPR
related concession on its part. Under both scenarios, by assumption the
bilateral agreement is sustained on the basis of trigger strategies: any defec-
tion triggers a permanent policy war wherein both countries revert to their
Nash equilibrium policies. Each country weighs the bene�t of violating the
agreement against the future cost of such an action.

3.1 Trading market access for IPR enforcement

When North can control access to its market via a tari¤, its per period
welfare under cooperation equals wn(0; ps�x ). If North violates the agree-
ment, its welfare during the period of violation equals wn(tn; ps�x ) where
wn(tn; ps�x ) > wn(0; ps�x ). South punishes a Northern violation by revoking
IPR protection forever. Under the resulting policy war, Northern welfare
equals wn(tn; ps�x ) where wn(tn; p

s�
x ) < wn(tn; ps�x ) because p

s�
x < ps�x . Thus,

cooperation is incentive compatible for North i¤

wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x ) �
�

1� � [w
n(0; ps�x )� wn(tn; ps�x )] (22)
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where � denotes the discount factor. The above incentive constraint is the
same as

(1� �)wn(tn; ps�x ) + �wn(tn; ps�x ) � wn(0; ps�x ) (23)

and it holds i¤ � � �nwhere

�n =
wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )
wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(tn; p

s�
x )

(24)

Now consider South�s incentive for cooperation. South�s welfare dur-
ing a period in which it violates the agreement equals ws(0; ps�x ) whereas
that under cooperation equals ws(0; ps�x ). Furthermore, under a policy war,
South�s per period welfare equals ws(tn; ps�x ). Thus, cooperation is incentive
compatible for South i¤

ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x ) �
�

1� � [w
s(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x )] (25)

which holds i¤ � � �s where

�s =
ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )
ws(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x )

(26)

Proposition 1 North-South agreement over free access to the Northern
market in return for Southern IPR protection arises i¤ � > maxf�s; �ng.

Note that wn(tn; ps�x ) increases in � �the higher the cost of the Southern
imitator, the closer is the post-imitation Southern price to the Northern
�rm�s optimal price ps�x :

11

dwn(tn; ps�x )

d�
=
dwnx(p

s�
x )

d�
> 0 (27)

As a result, it follows that

1

�n
d�n

d�
=

1

wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(tn; p
s�
x )

dwn(tn; ps�x )

d�
> 0: (28)

In other words, North�s critical discount factor (above which it is willing
to cooperate) increases with the Southern imitator�s cost of production,
indicating its reduced willingness to cooperate.

11Of course, this is only true over the range in which ps�x � ps�x .
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Next, note that ws(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x ) is independent of �. In fact, we
have

ws(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x ) = wsy(0)� wsy(tn) > 0 (29)

i.e. Northern tari¤ only lowers South�s welfare in good y and the welfare loss
implied by the tari¤ on good y is independent of South�s cost of production
of good x. Furthermore,

dws(0; ps�x )

d�
=
dwsx(p

s�
x )

d�
< 0 (30)

i.e. an increase in the cost of production of the imitator lowers Southern
welfare. Equations (26) and (29) and inequality (30) immediately imply
that

d�s

d�
=

1

ws(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x )
dwsx(p

s�
x )

d�
< 0 (31)

which means that as Southern production of good x becomes less e¢ cient
(i.e. as � increases), South becomes more willing to cooperate. In fact, when
the optimal monopoly price of the Northern �rm is approximately equal to
the marginal cost of production of the Southern imitator (ps�x � �), South
is always willing to cooperate whereas North is never willing to do so:

lim
�!ps�x

�n =1 whereas lim
�!ps�x

�s = 0: (32)

On the other hand, the more e¢ cient Southern imitation is (i.e. the lower
� is), the weaker is South�s incentive to cooperate. Intuitively, the bilat-
eral agreement is most likely to be incentive compatible for both parties
when Southern imitation is e¢ cient enough to make cooperation attractive
enough to North while at the same time it is not so e¢ cient that South
has no incentive to cooperate. Given this intuition, we make the following
assumption:

Assumption 1:

lim
�!0

wn(tn; ps�x ) < w
n(0; ps�x ) and lim

�!0
ws(tn; ps�x ) < w

s(0; ps�x ) (33)

Assumption 1 says that when the Southern imitator is as e¢ cient as
the Northern �rm, North prefers cooperation to a policy war whereas South
prefers a policy war to cooperation. This assumption implies that when �!
0, �s > �n. Furthermore, we know that lim

�!ps�x
�n = 1 whereas lim

�!ps�x
�s = 0.
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Let the two curves intersect at � = �t and � = �t. When � is small (i.e.
� < �t) the Southern incentive compatibility constraint is binding whereas
when it is large (i.e. � > �t), it is the Northern constraint that is binding.
We illustrate this in Figure 1A below:

�Figure 1A here �

If assumption 1 does not hold, the �s curve always lies below the �n curve
at � = 0 and cooperation does not occur. This is illustrated in Figure 1B.

Suppose North cannot use a tari¤ to improve its own terms of trade
and restrict South�s access to its market. Under such circumstances, can
bilateral cooperation be sustained via the use of a per period transfer T
from North to South? We address this question next.

3.2 Sustaining cooperation via a transfer

Consider the following in�nite horizon repeated game. In each period, both
countries simultaneously decide whether to abide by the agreement or not.
Under the agreement, North chooses to cooperate, it pays South a per period
transfer T in return for which South agrees to protect the Northern �rm�s
intellectual property by not permitting imitation.

The per period welfare of North under the agreement equals wn(0; ps�x )�
T whereas its welfare during a period in which it violates the agreement
equals wn(0; ps�x ) �i.e. under a violation North saves the transfer T . Under a
policy war, North revokes the transfer T as well but it also must contend with
competition from the Southern imitator so that its per period welfare equals
wn(0; ps�x ) where p

s�
x � ps�x . Thus, the agreement is incentive compatible for

North i¤ the following constraint holds:

wn(0; ps�x )� [wn(0; ps�x )� T ] �
�

1� � [w
n(0; ps�x )� T � wn(0; ps�x )] (34)

which is the same as

T � Tn where Tn � �[wn(0; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )] > 0 (35)

In other words, North is indeed willing to pay a per period transfer T to
South so long as the transfer falls below the critical threshold Tn. Intuitively,
by violating the agreement in any period, North can economize on the trans-
fer T but must incur a per period welfare loss of wn(0; ps�x )�wn(0; p

s�
x ) from
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next period on. In our stationary environment, this is the trade-o¤ North
faces each period and it cooperates i¤ the discounted welfare gain from doing
so outweighs the one period bene�t of a violation.

Now consider South�s perspective. If South violates the agreement, it
retains the transfer T for that period while also permitting local imitation.
If South abides by the agreement, it obtains the transfer but does not allow
local imitation. Thus, South�s incentive constraint is given by

ws(0; ps�x ) + T � [ws(0; ps�x ) + T ] �
�

1� � [w
s(0; ps�x ) + T � ws(0; ps�x )] (36)

which is the same as

T � T s where T s � ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )
�

> 0 since ps�x < ps�x (37)

Thus, in the absence of a Northern tari¤, South indeed requires a transfer
from North in order to extend IPR protection to the Northern �rm. From
South�s perspective, the agreement is desirable only if the current gain of a
violation ws(0; ps�x )�ws(0; ps�x ) is dominated by the transfer paid by North
discounted by one period (i.e. �T ).

Proposition 2 In the absence of a tari¤, Southern IPR protection can be
sustained in equilibrium via a per period North-South transfer T so long as
T s < T < Tn.

Of course, the agreement obtains in equilibrium only if Tn > T s. Under
what circumstances is this likely? Note from equations (35) and (37) that
Tn is increasing in � while T s is decreasing in it �if the future is discounted
less, cooperation is more likely to occur since the minimum transfer required
by South decreases whereas the maximum transfer North is willing to pay
increases. Furthermore, as � ! 0, T s ! 1 whereas Tn ! 0 implying that
the agreement fails to materialize when � is close to zero. It is clear that
the agreement cannot arise for any feasible � if at � = 1 we have Tn < T s

i.e. we have

wn(0; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x ) < ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x ) (38)

which is the same as
ww(0; ps�x ) < ww(0; p

s�
x ) (39)
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In other words, for transfers to be able to sustain cooperation for any range
of feasible parameters, world welfare in the absence of imitation must be
higher. When is this likely? We know that

ww(0; ps�x )�ww(0; ps�x ) = wsx(ps�x )�wsx(ps�x ) = u(xs�)�u(xs�)��xs�s (40)

In the absence of a Northern tari¤, cooperation yields higher global welfare
only when the cost of the Southern imitator (i.e. �) is large enough for the
world to be better o¤ under an e¢ cient Northern monopoly �i.e. the extra
consumer surplus that imitation generates is dominated by the higher cost
at which this happens. If such is not the case, North-South cooperation
under a transfer necessarily fails because it lowers global welfare.

Figures 2A and 2B illustrate the two possibilities. In both �gures, the
upward sloping line plots Tn whereas the downward sloping curve plots T s.
In Figure 2A, inequality (39) holds and there is an interior intersection of the
two curves at �T with cooperation succeeding to the right of �T whenever
Tn > T s. In Figure 2B cooperation does not occur because Tn is always
below T s.

�Figures 2A and 2B here �

Example 1: Suppose u(x) and u(y) are such that the demand functions
for goods x and y are given by x = 1� px and y = 1� py and let e = � = 1.
Figure 3 plots the two critical transfer levels Tn and T s against �. As is
clear, cooperation succeeds i¤ Tn > T s which holds i¤ � > �T = 5=22.

�Figure 3 here �

Note that when cooperation does occur, our model cannot pin down
the level of the actual transfer that occurs in equilibrium. Presumably the
equilibrium transfer would be a function of the bargaining power of the
two countries. Finally, while cooperation occurs under a transfer only when
it improves global welfare, it is not the case that whenever cooperation
is welfare-improving it is necessarily sustainable under a transfer. This is
because both countries discount the future and each has an incentive to
renege on cooperation to increase its own welfare at the expense of the other.
Only when � = 1 is it true that cooperation succeeds under a transfer i¤ it
increases global welfare.
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4 A carrot or a stick?

Which instrument is more e¤ective in inducing IPR protection by South?
A tari¤ or a transfer? Somewhat surprisingly, we argue below that one
instrument does not dominate the other. To see this, let

�T � Tn � T s = �[wn(0; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )]�
ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )

�
(41)

be the amount by which the maximum transfer North is willing to pay ex-
ceeds the minimum transfer South requires to cooperate. Under the transfer
only case, cooperation succeeds i¤ �T � 0. A comparison of the two in-
struments can be illustrated graphically by plotting the �T = 0 curve along
with the two critical discount factors �n and �s (above which each country is
willing to cooperate under the tari¤ only case). To do so, we �rst show that
when plotted in the (�; �) space, the �T = 0 curve is downward sloping.
We know that

d�

d�

����
�T=0

= �
@�T
@�

@�T
@�

(42)

From (41) we have

@�T

@�
= wn(0; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x ) +

ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )
�2

> 0 (43)

and
@�T

@�
= �� @w

n(0; ps�x )

@�
� 1
�

@ws(0; ps�x )

@�
(44)

Furthermore,

@ws(0; ps�x )

@�
=
@wsx(p

s�
x )

@�
< 0 <

@wn(0; ps�x )

@�
=
@wnx(p

s�
x )

@�
(45)

i.e. an increase in the Southern �rm�s cost of production lowers Southern
post imitation while it increases Northern welfare. However, given that the
Southern �rm is active in production, world welfare declines with an increase
in �. This implies ����@wn(0; ps�x )@�

���� < ����@ws(0; ps�x )@�

���� (46)

which together with the fact that 0 < � < 1 implies that the decline in the
transfer required by South dominates the decline in the transfer North is
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willing to pay implying an increase in the net transfer �T :

@�T

@�
> 0 (47)

which immediately yields
d�

d�

����
�T=0

< 0: (48)

Recall that �t is the intersection of �n and �s curves. So at � = �t, we
have

�n = �s , wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )
wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(tn; p

s�
x )

=
ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )
ws(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x )

(49)

Using this equation, the de�nition of �T and the fact that

wn(0; ps�x )�wn(0; ps�x ) = wn(tn; ps�x )�wn(tn; ps�x ) = wnx(ps�x )�wnx(ps�x ); (50)

we have

�T j�=�t = w
n(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x ) + ws(tn; ps�x ) (51)

Furthermore, since

wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x ) = wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x ) = wny (tn)� wny (0) (52)

it must be that

�T j�=�t = wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x ) + ws(tn; ps�x ) (53)
= ww(tn; ps�x )� ww(0; ps�x ) < 0: (54)

We have shown the following:

Proposition 3 At � = �t, �T < 0:

The above proposition says that at the critical discount factor �t (where
North-South cooperation just succeeds under a tari¤), a transfer cannot
sustain cooperation since the point (�t,�t) lies below the �T = 0 curve.
Figure 4A superimposes �T = 0 curve on Figure 1.

�Figure 4A here �
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We emphasize four regions in Figure 4A: A, B, C, and D. In regions A
and C cooperation occurs under a transfer but not under a tari¤; in region
B it occurs under both instruments; and in region D it occurs under a tari¤
but not under a transfer.

In region B, � is close to 1 and the agreement can be sustained under
either instrument. In region A, � is big and � is low (i.e. � < �1) so that
bene�ts of imitation outweigh the damage South su¤ers from a Northern
tari¤ and if North cannot compensate South via a transfer, South is un-
willing to prohibit imitation. By contrast, in region C since � is big (i.e.
� < �2) Southern imitation does not signi�cantly lower Northern pro�ts
and cooperation fails under a tari¤ because North�s bene�t from using its
optimal tari¤ dominates the loss caused by Southern imitation. Why does
cooperation succeed in region C under a transfer? This is because when a
tari¤ is unavailable, North�s only incentive to defect is to economize on the
transfer but the transfer required to induce Southern cooperation is small
since � is large. Finally, in region D, both � and � take on intermediate val-
ues and the agreement arises under a tari¤ but not under a transfer. Why?
In this region, � is small enough for imitation to be tempting for South (i.e.
� < �2) under the case of a transfer since it does not have to contend with
a higher Northern tari¤. On other hand, Southern imitation is not e¢ cient
enough (i.e. � < �1), for the South gain from imitation to dominate its
terms of trade loss from the Northern tari¤. Thus, the key to understand-
ing region D is that a policy war yields lower per-period welfare for South
under a tari¤ relative to a transfer, i.e., ws(tn; ps�x ) < ws(0; p

s�
x ) whereas per

period Southern welfare under cooperation under either instrument equals
ws(0; ps�x ). Thus, there exist parameter values for which avoiding a policy
war is of relatively greater importance for South under a tari¤ relative to
that under a transfer and this punishment e¤ect of a tari¤ can make it a
more e¤ective instrument for sustaining cooperation.

5 The role of each instrument

In this section, to highlight the role each instrument plays is sustaining the
bilateral agreement, we �rst consider a situation where both instruments
can be used and then compare this scenario with the single instrument cases
analyzed above.
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5.1 A carrot and a stick

If both instruments are available to North, incentive constraints for the two
regions are as follows. For North we have

wn(tn; ps�x )� [wn(0; ps�x )� T ] �
�

1� � [w
n(0; ps�x )� T � wn(tn; ps�x )] (55)

whereas for South we have

ws(0; ps�x ) + T � [ws(0; ps�x ) + T ] �
�

1� � [w
s(0; ps�x ) + T �ws(tn; ps�x )] (56)

The above incentive constraints imply that North is willing to cooperate
i¤

T � Tnt � �[wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(tn; ps�x )]� [wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )] (57)

From above we have

Tnt > 0 i¤ � > �
n =

wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(0; ps�x )
wn(tn; ps�x )� wn(tn; p

s�
x )

(58)

i.e. North is willing to pay a transfer i¤ the discount factor exceeds the
critical discount factor over which it is willing to abide by the agreement
under the case where it is sustained via only a tari¤. This is intuitive �when
� > �n, North�s incentive compatibility constraint is slack and it is willing
to pay a transfer to induce cooperation by South.

Similarly, South abides by the agreement i¤

T � T st �
(1� �)ws(0; ps�x ) + �ws(tn; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )

�
(59)

which implies that

T st > 0 i¤ � < �
s =

ws(0; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x )
ws(0; ps�x )� ws(tn; ps�x )

(60)

i.e. South requires a transfer from North in order to cooperate i¤ the dis-
count factor falls below the critical discount factor over which it is willing
to cooperate under the case where cooperation is sustained via only a tari¤.
When � > �s the optimal Northern tari¤ tn is su¢ cient to induce coop-
eration and South does not require any compensation to cooperate. This
suggests that starting from a world in which the agreement is sustained only
via a tari¤, the possibility of a North-South transfer can enhance the scope
for cooperation since what cannot be accomplished by a stick alone can be
reached by the combined use of a stick and a carrot. We now show that this
indeed is the case.
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5.2 Contribution of a transfer

We �rst investigate the slope of the �Tt = 0 curve in the (�; �) space. Recall
that separability of the utility function in x and y implies that the impact of
South�s decision regarding IPR protection on both countries is independent
of North�s tari¤:

wj(tn; ps�x )� wj(tn; ps�x ) = wj(0; ps�x )� wj(0; ps�x ) (61)

Using this relationship, it is easy to show that

@�Tt
@�

=
@�T

@�
> 0 and

@�Tt
@�

=
@�T

@�
> 0 (62)

which implies
d�

d�

����
�Tt=0

< 0: (63)

i.e. in the (�; �) space, the�Tt = 0 curve is downward sloping. Furthermore,
since T jt = 0 at � = �

j , the following must hold:

Proposition 4 At � = �t;�Tt = 0:

In other words, in the (�; �) space the curves plotting �s, �n, and�Tt = 0
must have a common intersection point (at which � = �t).12 Note also that
to the left of this common intersection point, the �Tt = 0 curve must lie in
between the other two curves. A comparison of the two instrument case with
the tari¤ only case can now be illustrated graphically. Figure 4B shows that
the scope for cooperation is indeed enhanced by the possibility of a transfer.
In region A, cooperation is possible only if North can use both instruments
but not when it can use only a tari¤. To the right of the intersection point,
North need not pay a transfer (and is indeed unwilling to do so) since a
tari¤ alone is su¢ cient to sustain cooperation.

��gure 4B here �

12 It is worth noting also that the �Tt = 0 curve is de�ned only to the left of the
intersection point since to the right of it North is unwilling to pay a transfer (because we
are below the �n curve). Of course, the curve can be extended to the right if the transfer
can �ow from South to North.
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5.3 Why a tari¤matters

We now consider how the option of using a tari¤ alters the scope for coop-
eration relative to a world in which only a transfer can be used. Using (37),
(59), and (61) it is straightforward to show that

T st � T s = ws(tn; ps�x )� ws(0; ps�x ) < 0 (64)

i.e. the critical transfer required by South to cooperate is strictly lower under
the two instrument case relative to the transfer only case. This implies that
South�s incentive constraint is easier to satisfy when North can use both
instruments relative to the case where only a transfer can be used. However,
this is not the whole story since it is also the case that

Tnt � Tn = �wn(tn; ps�x ) + wn(0; ps�x ) < 0 (65)

i.e. the ability to use a tari¤ reduces the maximum transfer North is willing
to pay to sustain cooperation, making its own incentive constraint harder
to satisfy. We state:

Proposition 5 Relative to the transfer only case, the maximum transfer
North is willing to pay and the minimum transfer that South requires are
both lower when both instruments can be used: T jt � T j < 0 for j = n; s.

Furthermore, subtracting (64) from (65) gives

�Tt = �T + [ww(0; p
s�
x )� ww(tn; ps�x )] > 0 (66)

which implies the following:

Proposition 6 If �T � 0 then �Tt � 0:

Thus, if cooperation occurs under a pure transfer, it necessarily occurs
when North can use both instruments. Starting from a world where only
the transfer is available, the availability of a tari¤ increases the scope for
cooperation. We had shown earlier that starting from a world where only a
tari¤ is available, the option to use a transfer enhances cooperation. While
the intuition for why a transfer helps is relatively clear (i.e. it aggregates
the two incentive constraints into one), why does the use of a tari¤ en-
hance cooperation when a transfer is already available? The question is not
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obvious because the tari¤ o¤ers North the opportunity to secure a perma-
nent increase in its terms of trade whereas no such possibility exists under
a transfer and its incentive to cheat is stronger under the two instrument
case relative to the transfer only case. For South the opposite is true �any
defection by it is now punished by North�s tari¤. Thus, while North�s incen-
tive to cooperate decreases, South�s incentive to cooperate increases. The
reason the net e¤ect is positive has to do with the fact that the Northern
tari¤ lowers static world welfare (due to the deadweight loss it creates). The
magnitude of the Southern loss from the tari¤ always exceeds what North�s
gains from using it. As a result, what the availability of a tari¤ does to
reduce North�s incentive to cooperate is more than o¤set by the lower trans-
fer South is willing to accept when North is free to use a tari¤. Below, we
draw the analog of Figure 2B for the two instrument case to illustrate this
argument graphically.

�Figure 5 here �

When a tari¤ is available, North�s reduced willingness to pay a transfer
is re�ected in the fact that Tnt lies below Tn (in fact the two lines are
parallel with the vertical intercept of Tnt being below that of Tn by the
amount wn(tn; ps�x ) � wn(0; ps�x ) � the single period gain that the optimal
tari¤ confers on North). Similarly, the T st curve lies below T

s, although it
is not a parallel shift. Whether or not the availability of a tari¤ enhances
the scope for cooperation depends upon where the intersection of Tnt and
T st (denoted by �tT ) lies relative to the intersection of T

n and T s(denoted
by �T ). What Proposition 6 tells us is that �tT necessarily lies to the left of
�T �cooperation occurs for a larger ranger of discount factors and can be
sustained for smaller transfers when both instruments are available relative
to the scenario where only a transfer can be used.

6 Concluding remarks

Ever since the Uruguay Round began, the debate over the level of IPR
protection in developing countries has come to occupy center stage in in-
ternational trade negotiations. In fact, few issues in contemporary trade
policy are more contentious than the degree of IPR protection that coun-
tries extend to each other. While the rati�cation of the TRIPS agreement
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by WTO in 1995 might be seen as a partial resolution of international dis-
agreements over IPR protection, developing countries�dissatisfaction with
TRIPS is widespread and deep since they view it as a tool for rent extraction
on the part of innovating �rms, most of which originate in the developed
world. In light of this situation, it appears that one possible route toward
greater international cooperation over IPRs ought to be for developed coun-
tries to compensate those developing countries that agree to strengthen their
IPR protection regimes. For example, developing countries could be granted
concessions in non-IPR related areas. In fact, the quid pro quo in recent bi-
lateral agreements that the US has reached with several small countries has
involved the exchange of free and/or preferential access to its market in re-
turn for stronger IPR protection by its partners (Abbott, 2006, Fink, 2005).
While these agreements are multi-faceted, the bargain over IPRs is one of
their key elements.

We recognize that tari¤s and/or other trade barriers are not always avail-
able as tools with which to leverage market access. Therefore, we also con-
sider the role international transfers can play in this process. In practice,
the US and the EU both o¤er partner countries development assistance,
and there is an increasing trend of linking bilateral development assistance
to the negotiation and implementation of trade agreements. Our analysis
shows that tari¤ concessions and transfers play rather di¤erent and some-
times complementary roles in sustaining such agreements. We �nd that
a transfer is not always the superior instrument, even though it is non-
distortionary whereas a tari¤ is not. The very distortion that a tari¤ cre-
ates can sometimes facilitate bilateral cooperation by making it possible to
punish imitation when it is not in the global interest (but is in the Southern
interest).

Our model deliberately abstracts from innovation e¤ects of increased IPR
protection, focusing instead on the role such protection plays in determining
the magnitude of rents that accrue to an existing innovation. We believe
this is a reasonable approach to the policy issues that are at the center of our
analysis. Many small countries such as Jordan and the Central American
members of CAFTA have accepted changes in their IPR regimes as part and
parcel of bilateral trade agreements that they have concluded with the US.
From the perspective of both sides, such trade agreements are essentially
a trade-o¤ between improved market access and stronger IPR protection.
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Our analysis shows that such bilateral cooperation can be desirable even if
the only tangible e¤ect of a strengthening of IPR protection in developing
countries on Northern innovators is to increase the level of rents that they
earn in global markets.
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Figure 4B: Contribution of a transfer
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